“farm to table” is a popular phrase
that essentially means caring about
what we eat and where it comes from.

Still, as a concept, “farm to table” leaves
out an equally important question: how the
things we eat get to our plates.

WE SAY, “LOOK TO THE BOX!”

But since the beginning of the 20th
century it has been the choice for
transporting all manner of things —
especially food.

The paper material that makes corrugated
boxes was first developed in the 19th
century as a liner in fancy men’s hats.

In fact, nearly half of all
corrugated boxes manufactured in
the U.S. each year are used to
transport food from farms and
fields to the stores and stands.

Growers choose corrugated because
it’s recyclable, renewable and helps
foods stay fresher, cleaner, and
better protected, helping reduce
waste. How, you ask?

The corrugating process used to
shape and bond layers of paper into
corrugated boxes reaches 180 to 200
degrees Fahrenheit - high enough to kill
most germs

And corrugated boxes are designed to be recycled between
uses, helping to reduce the risk of cross-contamination.

A study from the University of Bologna showed corrugated boxes can
help keep fruit fresher for longer periods.
And logistics analyses show that because corrugated is lighter than alternative storage,
it takes fewer trucks and less fossil fuel to move the same amount of food.

No return trips necessary: When the
food gets to the grocery store, the
boxes are broken down and recycled,
saving space and reducing waste.

Corrugated boxes can be
branded and printed with
graphics, meaning you can
buy your food in the same
container it was shipped in,
further reducing waste.

Corrugated is sustainable,
recyclable, renewable and
efficient, and helps to safely
get food from the soil to
your plate.

Money saved by shipping fruits
and vegetables in corrugated boxes:
Product		Percent Savings
Onions			10.4%
Strawberries		15.1%
Tomatoes			25%
Apples			14%
Broccoli			34%
Citrus				9%
Grapes			10.3%
Watermelon			19.8%

the story continues...

learn more at

howlifeunfolds.com

